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( Major )

Paper : 6.3

I Special Education I

F\tlI Marks : 6O

nme : 3 hours

The fi.gures in the margin indicate futt marks
for the questions

1. Choose the correct option of the following :

Ix7=7

(a) The full form of CEC is

(t) Course for Exceptional Children

(tr) Centre for Exceptional Children

(iii) Council for Exceptional Children

(iu) Committee for Exceptional Children
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(b) The Government of India introduced
Project Integrated Education for tl.e
Disabled in

(t) 7992

(it) 197 |
(iii) ree4

(iu) L975

(c) Cerebral palsy disorder is caused by

(r) anaemia

@ brain injury

/iul epilepsy

fiui spinal cord injury

(d.) Which of the following Commissions
first recornmended for inciusion of
children with special needs into
ordinary schools?

0 Kothari Commission

(u) Mudaliar Commission

{z@ Radhakrishnan Commission

/iu/ Hunter Commission

(e) The International Year of Disabled
Persons (IYDP) proclaimed in the year

(t) 1991

(ir) 1986

fun le81
(iu) 1995

n The conversion disorder is basically
characterized by complaints of

0 somatic disturbances

@ psychological disturbetnces

/ifi/ social disturbances

fu/ emotional disturbances

(g) A child having dyscalculia finds
difficulty with

0 reading

(tt) #riting
(iii) niathematics
(iu) molot skills

2. Write two main factors responsiblb for
mentai retardation 2

3. What is inclusive education? 2

4. What do you mean by multiple disabiiity? 2

5. What is the role of Individualized
Educational Programme (IEP)? 2

6. Answer any three of the following questions :

5x3= 1 5

(a.) Discuss the role of tlee teacher in
dealing with the children with special
needs.

(b) What is de-institutionalization?

(c) What are the facilities provided by the
Integrated Education Scheme for the

. mentally challenged children?
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7.

(d) Mention any five objectives of special
schools.

(e) What type of measures can be adopted
for the treatment of emotionally
disturbed children?

What is special education? Write the
characteristics of special education. 4+6:1A

Or

Highlight the measures taken by the National
Policy on Education, 1986 for disabled
persons. 10

Who are physically challenged children? How
do you a-rrange educational programme for

8.

such children?

Or

What is mental retardation? How
mentally retarded be classified?

5+5:1O

can the
3+7=10

9. Explain the concept of learning disabilities.
What are the main causes responsible for
learning disabilities? 4+6:10

Or

Mention the different types of children who
come under the exceptional category. What
kind of educationai programme could be

arranged for them? 5+5=10
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